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Optimize Your Efficiency
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Our Guarantee:
• Call 800-523-1269 to talk
to a REAL person
• No Minimums
• 96.5% Same Day Shipping
• Free Return Shipping
• No Restocking Fee

PCS64-90
Illuminated Pop-Up
Power Dock

From the Power on your desktop to the Wire Managers that
control your cabling, we have all the essentials that will transform
your work space, down to the smallest details.

PCS88-94
High Capacity Square Flip-Up
Power Grommet

"Convenient Power options at your fingertips.
Charge your devices while you work."

POWER YOUR FURNITURE™
Put the power in your hands. Access at the surface level creates a functional,
efficient work surface in every work environment – offices, board rooms,
and meeting spaces.

PCS100
RECESSED POWER GROMMET
In-desk power grommet provides power
access at the surface level with a
contemporary, minimalist look that adds
an understated sophistication to your
work desk. Highly versatile functionality
for mixed-use environments, providing
convenient power and USB charging on
the desktop. Plug and play operation –
easy to install, easy to use. Perfect for
your private work desk or community
charging hub. Available with a dual USB
charger and your choice of one or two
power outlets.

PCS100B-92
Grey

90
Black

92
Grey

95
White

6-3/8" X
2-5/8"

3-5/32"

6" X 2-1/8"
CUT OUT

PCS100A-95
White

Power Your Furniture

PCS100A-90
Black
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6 ft. CORD

"Turn any space into a functional third workspace
with our easy-to-install power grommet options."

VERSATILE MOUNTING OPTIONS
In-Desk, Under-Desk, or Edge-Mount Power Solutions can cover every angle of
your usable work surface, wherever you need it!

PCS43

In-Desk Mount

CONTEMPORARY FLIP-UP GROMMET
Simple compact design is ideal for
office, home, hospitality, or educational
environments. Spring-loaded carriage flips
up for access, then presses down to sit flush
when not in use. Trim is cast for a clean and
striking look. Three configurations: PCS43C
– 1 Power/1 Data, PCS43C/EE – 2 Power,
or PCS43C/USB – 1 Power/Dual USB
Charger.

PCS43C/USB-15
Dark Bronze

4B
Antique Brass

15
Dark Bronze

17S
Satin Nickel

23
Metallic Silver

26
Polished Chrome

90
Matte Black

If you’re not able to cut or drill into your furniture, alternative mounting solutions are here
to help. Try our flexible edge and under-desk mounting options that are easy to relocate and
easy to operate, great for shared workstations and fluid working environments.

4"
2-13/16"

6 ft. CORD

4"

3/4" MIN. TO
1-1/2" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

90
Black

92
Grey

95
White

Power Your Furniture

Edge-Mount

Under-Desk
Mount

PCS98A-90
Black

PCS99B-92
Grey
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"Every workspace is different, but every
work space shares a common thread:
The quintessential need for Power.
We have solutions for you!"

Bring convenient power options to the surface any way you want it.
Our vast collection offers different mounting options
for your application.

PCS94

Freestanding

TABLETOP POWER WITH
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Freestanding tabletop unit provides
convenient power access without having
to clamp, cut, or drill into your surface.
Weighted base with grip pad keeps it
firmly in place while in use. A chic desktop
accessory with optional Bluetooth speaker
with one touch pairing for convenient
conference calling at your desktop from
your mobile device. Available in four
configurations: one power, single USB
and Bluetooth speaker (PCS94D), or a
dual USB Charger and your choice of one,
two, or three power outlets (PCS94A,
PCS94B, or PCS94C).

PCS94D-90
Black

23
Metallic Silver

90
Black

95
White

8" X 3"

5-15/32"

5/8" MIN.
1-7/16" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

2-31/32"

In-Desk Mount

Edge-Mount
6 ft. CORD

PCS49/USB-95
White

PCS48F-90
Black

Available in Six Configurations

Available in Five Configurations

90
Black

95
White

90
Black

Power Your Furniture

95
White
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"Power Locker™ puts power and data within
comfortable reach wherever you need it
and is easy to take with you."

POWER LOCKER™
Take Your Power to Go! With an array of beautiful color combinations, you’ll
find the right one just for you!

PCS102

PCS102-60
Green

POWER LOCKER™
Power and USB Charging on the Go!
Bring convenient power with you wherever
you need it and turn any environment into
your own fun and functional workspace.
You can even customize your own
personal RAL color combinations to make
a unique statement. Your choice of five
standard configurations, or create your
own color combination from our hundreds
of options all with reasonable lead times.
Your choice of two power outlets or one
power outlet and dual USB Charger, both
with a 6’ cord. Custom cord colors and
patterns too! See website for details.

Standard Configurations:

3-3/32" X
4-13/16"

60/90
66/95
Green/Black Red/White

90M
92M
95M
Matte Black Matte Grey Matte White

OR BUILD YOUR OWN!
Select Your Outlet Color:

2-1/4"

53
Orange

6 ft. CORD

60C
60S
Chartreuse Slate Green

66P
Pimento Red

90
Black

92
Grey

62
Blue

62N		
Navy Blue

95			
White

Select your Power Locker box RAL color (visit website for details on hundreds of options):

Power Your Furniture
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"Now What Do I Do
With My Cables?"
Grommets – those little things in desks that
allow pesky cables to pass through. Our Wire
Management Grommets are not only functional,
but look great too!

GROMMETS IN EVERY SIZE,
EVERY FINISH.
If we don’t have exactly what you need, we can make it.

Original Flip-Top® Grommets available in 10
standard sizes and 11 colors.

AG3

OG3

SP3

BG3

EDP3

SG3

XG3

TG3

YG3

ZG3

Sizes shown in diameter for round hole cut
Hole Size:

23

OG

BG

SG

TG

SP

EDP

XG

YG

ZG

⁄4"

1"

1 1 ⁄ 2"

1 3 ⁄4"

2"

2 1 ⁄ 8"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

3"

3 1 ⁄ 2"

4"

1"

1 5 ⁄ 16"

1 3 ⁄4"

2"

2 3 ⁄ 8"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

3"

3 1 ⁄ 2"

4"

4 1 ⁄ 2"

3

Overall Size:

Metallic SIlver

AG

90

91

91M

92

92N

92W

93

93D

93P

95

Black

Walnut Brown

Mahogany

Light Grey

Navy Grey

Warm Grey

Putty

Desert Sand

Pecan

White

Plus Four Metallic Plated Finishes!

3 - Polished Brass

11 - Antique Bronze

Wire Management Solutions

26 - Polished Chrome
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26D - Satin Chrome

"Stylish Metal
Grommets"
From Solid Brass to Aluminum to Steel,
we have the best high quality metal grommets to
fit your luxurious work or commercial space.

WHY BRASS?
Because Brass polishes and plates better than steel, resulting in a far
superior finish. Result: The Perfect Finishing Touch for your executive desk or
conference table.

MM Series
Solid Brass Grommets

Sizes shown in diameter for round hole cut
MM3

MM3A

MM4

MM4A

MM5

MM5A

MM6

MM6A

Cap Hole Size:

1 3 ⁄4"

–

2 3 ⁄ 16"

–

2 3 ⁄4"

–

2 3 ⁄ 8"

–

Liner Hole Size:

–

1 7 ⁄ 8"

–

2 3 ⁄ 8"

–

2 7⁄ 8"

–

2 1 ⁄ 2"

Overall Size:

2"

2"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

2 1 ⁄ 2"

3"

3"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

2 5 ⁄ 8"

3
Polished Brass

10B
English Antique

17S
Satin Nickel

Wire Management Solutions

21
Black Chrome

15

26
Polished Chrome

26D
Satin Chrome

www.mockett.com

90
Black

"Our Grommets come in all
shapes and sizes."

SPECIALTY GROMMETS
We offer a wide selection of grommets to suit your unique cable management
needs. Aluminum, steel, oval, rectangular, flush mount, the list goes on.
All in luxurious finishes with stunning detail and next level precision.

MAX SERIES
ALUMINUM GROMMET SETS
Let no area of your work desk or
conference table go unnoticed.
Luxurious pass-through MAX
Grommets take cable management
to the next level. Available in over 20
sizes, each with its own unique style.
Options include: brush liners, removable
lids, hinged flip-up lids, sliding covers,
and sheared corners for easier
installation. You’ll find exactly what you
need to suit your cable management
demands, big or small, all within the
MAX Series collection.

Over 20 sizes and styles available

MAX5-SSS
Satin Stainless Steel

MAX7-94
Satin Aluminum

MAX8/B/M-90
Black

MAX9-23
Metallic Silver

MAX11/A-90
Black

MAX12/D-94
Satin Aluminum

4-23/32"
X 3-5/32"
29/32"

MAX8/A-17
Nickel

Specialty Grommets

17
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4-3/8"
X 2-7/8"
CUT OUT

BRV
BRAVA GROMMET SET
Square flange with round insert and
brush liner. Extended flange can help
cover any imperfections in the cutout or
simply dress up the grommet itself for a
unique look. Brush liner keeps cabling
from falling through surface while also
preventing dust from settling under the
surface. Round cap can be removed to
access cabling underneath.

17S
26D
Satin Nickel Satin Chrome

BRV2/SQ-90
Black

90			
Black

2-11/16" DIA.
21/32" X
1-11/16"
OVAL OPENING

3-17/32" SQ.

1-5/32" X 2-7/16"
OVAL OPENING

27/32"

BRV1-17S
Satin Nickel

2-3/8" DIA.
CUT OUT

13/16"

3-5/32" DIA. CUT OUT

A quality desk grommet can shape the overall
impression of the value of the furniture

ABG3-94
ALUMINUM GROMMET SET

ABG3-94
Aluminum

Wow! What an incredible design!
Yes, the ABG3 is round but with an
opposing arc on the cap revealing an
oval cord slot lined with radiused brush.
Extruded and machined of aluminum.
Simply pure elegance. Enhance your
contemporary office furniture design.

Specialty Grommets
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3-1/2" DIA.

7/8" X 2-1/4"
OVAL OPENING

3-3/8" DIA.
CUT OUT

1-1/8"

310.318.2491

LO3
LARGE OVAL GROMMET

LO3-93D
Desert Sand

Versatile cable management grommet
goes with any type of furniture. With
13 finishes to choose from, you’ll find
exactly what you’re looking for.
Includes liner and cap with Flip-Top®
tab that completely covers the cord slot
when not in use.

6-1/2"
X 3" OVAL

Heavy Duty Wire Management for
high capacity cabling, all in a modest
footprint and understated design

11/16"

6" X 2-1/2"
OVAL CUT OUT

RG3

RG3-91M
Mahogany

RECTANGULAR GROMMET
Perfectly subtle. Includes liner and cap
with Flip-Top® tab which swings up and
covers the cord slot completely when
not in use. Large enough to manage
your ample cabling, but small enough to
keep an unassuming footprint on your
desktop. Available in 13 finishes.

4" X 2"

3-3/4" X
1-3/4"
CUT OUT

5/8"

23
Metallic
Silver

26
Polished
Chrome

26D
Satin
Chrome

90
91
91M
Black
Walnut
Mahogany
		 Brown
			

93
Putty

93D
Desert Sand

Specialty Grommets

93P
Pecan

19

92
Light Grey

92N
Navy Grey

95
White

www.mockett.com

92W
Warm Grey

PG2

PS SERIES

FLUSH MOUNT GROMMET

FLUSH MOUNT GROMMET

Fit into a 1 ¼" hole with flange raised
slightly above desktop, or countersink a
hole 1 ½" x 1 ⁄ 8" deep, then drill a 1 ¼"
dia hole for a perfectly flush fit. Handmade of the highest quality steel, highly
polished, then plated. ½" cord slot.

Plated steel caps with your choice of
a single cord slot, PS-B, dual backto-back cord slots, PS-C, or a solid
cap cover, PS-A. Black oxide sleeve
included. Compression fit and spring
tabs on the cap keep this cap and liner
set snugly nestled in your desktop.
For 1 ¾", 2 ½" or 3" diameter holes.

PG2-21
Black Chrome

Available in Three Sizes!

1-1/2" DIA.

5/8"

PS-1B-26
Polished Chrome

1-3/4" DIA.

1-1/4" DIA.
CUT OUT

3/4"
1-3/4"DIA.
CUT OUT

Keep your top looking sleek and clean. These flush mount
grommets are the perfect way to seamlessly blend your wire
management solutions into your furniture.

3
Polished Brass

10B
English Antique

17S
Satin Nickel

21
Black Chrome

26
Polished Chrome

26D
Satin Chrome

90
Black

FLX1
FLEX GROMMET
Get a grip on your cables! Soft rubber
top with star cut creates eight flexible
rubber petals that grip your cables as
they pass through the slot. Fits into a
2 3 ⁄ 8" diameter hole cut.

2-25/32" DIA.

25/32"
2-3/8" DIA.
CUT OUT

FLX1-90
Black

Specialty Grommets

90
Black

20

92
Grey

95
White
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FLOOR GROMMETS
Safe for heavy duty foot traffic, these floor grommets are for running
power and data cabling under floors. Attractive options too!
Not your usual industrial-looking applications.

FG3
FLOOR ACCESS GROMMET
Highly durable plastic construction can
withstand the office herd trampling
back and forth. Double-thick grommet
cover sits on a step inside the liner
for extra strength, plus the edge is
radiused so shoes won’t trip over it.
Available in Black or Medium Grey.
Available in three sizes for 3", 5" or 8
3
⁄ 16" diameter holes in Black or Medium
Grey.

FG3B-92
Medium Grey

FG3-90
Black

FG9
ALUMINUM FLOOR GROMMET
Attractive, functional, and extremely
durable! Cover rotates to open and
closes to access cabling. Suitable for
a small opening for a single cable or
a larger opening for multiple wires.
Rotate closed to hold your cabling
snugly in place and prevent high heels
from slipping through the gap. Or close
completely when not in use. 5" hole size.

FG9-17S
Satin Nickel

FG9-94
Satin Aluminum

9-15/16" X
7-1/32"

PCS/FG1
FLOOR GROMMET
Attractive aluminum housing has slotted
folding doors for wire pass-through with
all around heavy duty construction. Two
versions available. Your choice of four
power outlets, PCS/FG1/4E, or two
outlets and two data jacks, PCS/FG1.
Hardwired with 10' flex metal conduit
included.

3/4" MIN.
2-1/4" MAX.
FLOOR THICKNESS

9-1/4" X
6-5/16"
CUT OUT

3-1/16"

10 ft. CONDUIT CORD

PCS/FG1/4E-94
Satin Aluminum

Floor Grommets
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10 ft. CONDUIT CORD

"Wire Management doesn’t have to be
prosaic and boring. Have some fun!"

WIRE MANAGERS
When you simply cannot hide your wires, put them on display in a fun and
functional channel from floor to desktop!
Great for adjustable height desks to extend and collapse with the desk.

WM16

1-9/16" X
2-3/8"

SNAKE WIRE MANAGER
Flexible vertebrae design with
rectangular blocks that snap together to
make any length, that bend and move
around, with four separate channels
for running cabling. Top plate screws
to the underside of the work surface
and a heavy steel plate holds WM16 in
place at the base. Add more individual
vertebrae as needed for your custom
setting. Standard unit assembled
stands at 31 1 ⁄ 8" height.

31-1/8"

6-1/2" DIA.
BASE

WM16-53T
Translucent Orange

23
53T
Metallic Silver Translucent
		 Orange

63T		
90
95T
Translucent
Black
Translucent
Teal
		 White

97T		
Translucent 		
Yellow

2" DIA.

WM20
OVAL SPINE WIRE MANAGER
Beautiful oval “spine” conceals and
carries wires from under your desk to
the floor. A single channel on either side
keeps your cabling separate and easy
to identify and change out as needed.
Length of standard unit assembled
is 30" and comes in Metallic Silver,
Charcoal, and Translucent White.

23

92G

Metallic Silver

Charcoal

3-1/16" X
2-1/2"OVAL

30"

95T		WM20-23

Translucent White

Metallic Silver

Wire Managers

WM20-92G
Charcoal

23

WM20-95T
Translucent White

www.mockett.com

5" X 2-1/2"
OVAL BASE

HIP WIRE MANAGERS
Accordion-Style Wire Managers expand and collapse to fit your custom height
desk. Fun meets sleek in a brilliant display of functional artistry.

WM35

WM34

SPIRAL WIRE MANAGER

SPIRAL WIRE MANAGER

Stunning accordion-style wire manager
expands and contracts to adjust to
the height of your desk, perfect for
adjustable height tables that are
constantly in motion. Beautiful spiral
design with brush liner keeps wires
tidy within the coils. Weighted base
included.

Flexible coils expand and contract to
fit your custom height desk and keep
cabling intact when moving up and
down. Unique contemporary design
looks great on display when your cables
just aren’t able to be hidden away
completely. Available in Black only.

4-3/4" DIA.
OVERALL

7 1/2" MIN. to
41" MAX.

7" MIN. to
41" MAX.

1-13/16"DIA.

WM35-26/90
Polished Chrome/Black

26/90
Polished Chrome/Black

26/95
Polished Chrome/White

Wire Managers

3-5/16"DIA.

WM34-90
Black

95		
White

24

90
Black
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BRUSH KITS
Brush Kits are an easy way to run multiple cables through the desktop.
Brush liner prevents cables from slipping back through the opening and
protects your furniture from unwanted dust and debris.
Made to order, cut and ships same day. Available in up to 6' lengths.

BRKIT

BREXT

BR

BRUSH EXTRUSION KIT

BRUSH GROMMET & EXTRUSION

BRUSH STRIP

Broadcast studios, large conference
tables, and outsized credenzas often
have requirements for a large channel
through which many wires must pass.
BRKIT includes a brush and extrusion
kit, mitred and preassembled. Just rout
your slot and drop in. Offered in one
foot increments or any fraction thereof
up to six feet, made to order and ships
same day.

For a single-sided brush liner over the
back of a desk against a wall, we offer
an extruded grommet and brush strip
to serve as a dust guard and to prevent
your cables from slipping through.
Offered in one foot increments or any
fraction thereof up to six feet, made to
order and ships same day.

Just need a brush strip by itself to
mount to the underside or back of your
desk without the grommet housing?
You can rout a slot under your opening,
then staple or screw into place. Offered
in one foot increments or any fraction
thereof up to six feet, made to order
and ships same day.

BRKIT
Brush Extrusion
Kit

BREXT
Brush Grommet
& Extrusion

BR
Brush Strip

1-15/16"

1-1/8"

90
Black

91
Walnut Brown

92
Light Grey

DILBERT © 2017 Scott Adams. Used By permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.

Wire Managers
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"Keep your work surface tidy by
keeping those pesky cables
in check!"
Wire Management Raceways cut to your exact length.

WM2A
J-SHAPE WIRE MANAGER
3-1/4"
2-1/2"

1"

WM2A-91
Walnut Brown
90
Black

91
Mahogany

92
Grey

Ideal for work desks where cables are
changed out or moved often, or simply
have to be kept neatly out of harm’s
way. Clean and modern design tucks
gently out of sight and keeps your
cables nice and tidy. Easy to install
and easy to slip wires in and out.
Secures to the back or sides of your
desk with optional double-sided tape.
Available in two sizes. Offered in one
foot increments or any fraction thereof
up to six feet, made to order and ships
same day.

In 1981, I got the call: “What do I do with the cables after
they go through the grommet in the desk? Uhhhh…”
So we started an entire collection of raceway options with
your unique workspace in mind.

WM22
UNDER-DESK WIRE MANAGER
Run your cables up under your desk
and out of sight. Easily fastens to the
underside of your desktop with optional
double-sided tape, or screw the flange
into place for a permanent installation.
Available in two trough sizes, 1 ¾" or
2 9 ⁄ 16" deep. Offered by the foot up to
six feet in length, made to order and
ships same day.

WM9
THE UGLIEST WIRE MANAGER

3-9/16"

1-3/4"

1-7/32"

WM22-90
Black

After all our PR hype about our fine
design, how can we throw this dog at
you? Well, the truth is, there are times
you need Bad-to-the-Bone dog ugly
wire management to use in places
no one will ever see it. Heavy wall
construction and available in any color
you want, so long as it’s black. Offered
in one foot lengths up to six feet, made
to order and ships same day.

3"

WM9-90
Black

3"

Wire Managers
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Our Wire Management Raceways go under the desk, behind the desk, along
baseboards, down table legs, wherever you need them!
All cut to length with same-day shipping.

WM8
4-CHANNEL WIRE MANAGER
Some local building codes require each
wire to be in a separate channel, hence
this 4-channel design which gives the
visual effect of a striped surface with no
apparent openings. Each channel has
a slot in the center that opens and then
closes up to conceal your wires.
Available in black.

3"

WM8-90
Black

1/16"

90
Black

3/4"

Efficiency begins with a clean work surface.
Move those cables out of sight and focus on
the task at hand, not all the unwanted clutter.

WM3

WM4

2-1/8"

1-PIECE SNAPPER WIRE MANAGER

G-SHAPE WIRE MANAGER

This fully enclosed wire stay snaps open
and shut with an “invisible hinge” to add
or remove wires and then totally conceal
them inside the channel. Serrated edges
protect against fingerprints. Sold in one
foot lengths up to six feet.

Essentially a square with a flexible
corner opening for easy insertion of
wires, the beauty of WM4 is in its
versatility. Secured with double-sided
tape, stapled or screwed, it mounts
vertically or can be suspended
horizontally under your work surface.
Or install flush with the work surface
against a wall, creating a “stop” lip to
keep objects falling behind the desk.

1-5/16"

2-1/8"

90
Black

91
Walnut Brown

92
Grey

WM4-90
Black

2-1/8"

WM3-92
Grey

90
Black

Wire Managers
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WM6
TABLE LEG WIRE MANAGER
Channel wires down a table leg or on
a credenza or panel system, neatly
cleaning up cords and loose ends that
detract from your design. Features
co-extruded “invisible hinge” that opens
and closes effortlessly to add and
remove cables.

90
Black

92
Grey

93
Putty

1-3/32"

1/2"

WM6-90
Black

WM13

WM1

CORNER RACEWAY WIRE MANAGER

BASEBOARD WIRE MANAGER

Corner Raceway opens easily from one
side with a little finger grip; on the other
side is an “invisible hinge” co-extrusion.
Just open, place wires inside, and snap
closed to run up the corner of your wall.
Clean, out of the way, brilliant.

This versatile, two-part system consists
of a base and cap. Install one of three
ways: horizontally along a baseboard,
vertically up the side of a desk or wall,
or to the underside of a desk or work
surface. Simply screw, staple, or tape
the base half in place, place the wires
inside and snap or slide on the cap.

90
Black

92
Grey

1 3/4"

2 1/2"

95
White
90
91
92
Black Walnut Brown Grey

WM13-90
Black

WM1-91
Walnut Brown

2-5/16"

15/16"

Wire Managers
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GET A GRIP!
Unique wire management solutions for your unique workspace.
Straps, loops, and widgets galore. Get control of those tight spaces that
traditional wire managers cannot.

WM7

WM31

WM28/2IN

GUIDE WITH VELCRO FASTENERS

ROUNDED CORD MANAGER

LAWRENCE WIRE MANAGER

®

Pick up the slack with as many or as
few as needed. Double-stick tape on
the back side fastens to surface.

Rounded reverse-facing clips are great
for keeping loose cabling together in
tight spaces. Aluminum construction for
a more durable hold.

WM7-90
Black

90
Black

95
White

Simple, cost effective clips for
organizing your cables. Press down on
either side to access cables.

WM31-90
Black

WM28/2IN-90
Black

WM14

WM23

SPINE WIRE MANAGER

LOOP WIRE MANAGER

WM14 Wire Spine is 39" in length
and designed to casually hang down
from under a desk or work surface
and join up with a floor outlet. Made
of 28 interlinked “vertebrae” that can
be added or removed to create your
ideal length. Additional vertebrae can
be specified to make a spine longer
than 39". Two “U” clips included for
mounting under desk.

WM14-90
Black

Pinch loops to remove, run cabling
through them and reinsert into the
track. Keep your cables separated to
identify easily.

23
Metallic Silver

90
Black

WM14VNC-90
Additional Vertebrae

WM23B-90
Black

Wire Managers
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WM24

WM25

SOMBRERO WIRE MANAGER

WIRE STAY

®

¡Olé! Sombrero screws to the
underside of the desk. Cables wrap
around it and tuck through the notches.

Run cables through the grooves,
keeping them bunched together but
separated by compartment for easy
identification.

®

WM24-66P
Pimento Red
50E

Electric Pink

66P

Pimento Red

60V

Avocado Green

90M

53M

62G

Mango

Aqua Blue

60V

Avocado Green

62L		

Powder Blue

92NG

Media Noche

Noche Grey

WM25-53M
Mango

WM36

WM37

WM38

DOODLE SPIRAL WIRE MANAGER

DOODLE SNAKE WIRE MANAGER

FLEX WIRE MANAGER

Slip cables through the coil to channel
them effectively wherever you need
them to go. Double-sided tape included.

90
Black

92
Grey

95
White

Multi-channel coils run multiple cables
through each of its chambers. Doublesided tape included.

90
Black

92
Grey

WM36-90
Black

Flexible arms lift to insert cabling, then
tighten against the surface to keep
them intact. Install as many or as few
as needed for your application.

95
White
WM37-90
Black
WM38-92
Grey

Wire Managers
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"Cable Wrap Sleeves keep cabling bound together and
easily accessible with two zipper compartments."

THAT’S A WRAP!
Cinch up those loose cables and call it a day. Cable Wraps keep your space
clean and efficient. High output work desks, A/V equipped board rooms,
entertainment centers, anywhere heavy duty cabling would otherwise
cause an eyesore.

WM32
CABLE WRAP
Neatly bunch cabling inside the Cable
Wrap sleeve, separating cables as
needed in the inner and outer conduit
compartments, then zip it up and voila!
Your cables are now ganged together
and out of sight and your work area is
clean and tidy. Run cables vertically
(pictured on opposite page), or mount
horizontally under a desk (pictured left).
Additional hardware included for either
application. It’s a cinch!

WM32-90
Black
90
Black

WM11
FLEXIBLE TUBE WIRE MANAGER
When those rigid plastic wire managers
just don’t negotiate corners and tight
spaces well, you need a soft loop fabric
sleeve that will maneuver through
any situation. Velcro® fasteners along
one side stick to the fabric. Offered in
standard lengths of 10, 25, or 50 feet.
Easy to field cut to length.

90
Black

WM11-90
Black

Wire Managers
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92
Grey

“Why have a great looking office,
beautiful furniture, and bushleague Air Vent Grilles?
Your office deserves the best."
GT AIR VENT GRILLES

AIR VENT GRILLES
Stylish Air Vent Grilles available in four mesh patterns. Made-to-order to fit
your exact hole size, or choose from our three standard stock sizes.

Three standard slot sizes: 4" x 4", 4" x 8",
and 4" x 12" in Matte Black, White, and Grey,
all available to ship same day. Stock options
in Mesh 1 only. Made-to-order sizes available
within 3-4 weeks.
4X4

4X8

4X12

$43.10

$51.90

$60.75

We searched long and hard to find mesh whose holes offered the right shape and size and have come up with four options
to best suit any application.
16-50"

51-100"

101-150"

151-200"

201-250"

251-300"

MESH 1

$51.90

$55.45

$66.60

$77.50

$90.75

$99.40

MESH 2

$52.80

$59.90

$75.30

$87.55

$102.60

$112.30

MESH 3

$53.75

$61.00

$76.60

$89.10

$104.40

$114.30

MESH 4

$55.40

$71.15

$85.25

$99.20

$116.20

$127.20

Mesh 1
63% pass through

Mesh 2
79% air pass through

Air Vent Grilles

Mesh 3
64% air pass through
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Mesh 4
41% air pass through

Beautiful louvered wood Air Vent Grilles available in
7 sizes. Perfect for anyone who takes great pride in
his work or living space.
LWAVG

LWAVG/S6-83
Maple

WOOD AIR VENT GRILLES
Exquisite craftsmanship, brilliant
detailing. Let no area of your home
or office go overlooked in the area
of style! Sturdy louvered vents with
smoothly crafted contours, a beautiful
complementary accent to your work
or living space. A classy way to expel
unwanted heat and air.
Some items available in select finishes
only. Check website for details.

80
Red Oak

81
White Oak

81
Oak

83
Maple

86
Cherry

87
Beech

LWAVG/T9-86
Cherry

LWAVG/T16-83
Maple

16-9/16" X
3-9/16"

15-15/16" X
2-15/16"
CUT OUT

LWAVG/S4-83
Maple

29/32"

Air Vent Grilles
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Air Vent Caps available on 2 ½" and
4" Plastic Grommet Sets
EDPAVG2

3" DIA.

AIR VENT GROMMET CAP
This air vent grommet cap fits into a
EDP1 Liner that sits in a 2 ½" diameter
hole. A perfect solution when you need
small vents, such as venting computer
cabinetry, stereo/TV stands, and
refrigerator housings to name a few.
Air flow percentage: 13.33%.

5/8"
2-1/2" DIA.
CUT OUT

EDPAVG2-92W
Warm Grey

4-1/2" DIA.

ZGAVG2
AIR VENT GROMMET CAP
This air vent grommet cap fits into a
ZG1 Liner that sits in a 4" diameter
hole. Slotted vents are perfect for light
ventilation in enclosed structures.
Air flow percentage: 23%.

3/4"
4" DIA.
CUT OUT

ZGAVG2-91
Walnut Brown

90
Black

91
Walnut Brown

91M
Mahogany

92
Light Grey

92N
Navy Grey

92W
Warm Grey

93
Putty

93D
Desert Sand

DILBERT © 2017 Scott Adams. Used By permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.

Air Vent Grilles
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93P
Pecan

95
White

"Panel Brackets provide an easy solution for adding
privacy screens and noise cancellation panels."

PANEL BRACKETS
Turn your existing furniture into a sectioned personal workspace, all with a
little help from our Panel Brackets. Create shared work zones or delineate
personal space with privacy panels. It’s easy! Retrofit your furniture and add
or remove panels as needed to reconfigure your office.

PGRP7
QUAD PANEL BRACKET
Quad grip allows up to four panels, or
use with only one, two, or three with
the option to add more panels later
as your work space grows. Great for
mixed-use and temporary shared work
spaces or retrofit your furniture to
create new work space dividers without
having to invest in new furniture.
Smooth rounded top gives this unique
bracket a sophisticated look and feel.
Sleeve inserts included for each of the
openings for use with thinner panels.
Accommodates panels from ¼", 3 ⁄ 8" or
½" thick up to 18" tall.

2-3/4" DIA.

1-3/4"

1/2" OR, 3/8" OR,
1/4" THICK PANEL

ALL MADE OF SOLID ALUMINUM

PGRP7-23
Metallic Silver

PGRP7-90
Matte Black

Panel Brackets

PGRP7-94
Satin Aluminum
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PGRP7-95
Glossy White

PGRP2
BENCHING PANEL BRACKET DIVIDER
This panel bracket can be mounted
as a permanent fixture or left as
a freestanding temporary divider
for workstations with multiple user
settings. Neatly turn any open surface
area into sectioned private workspaces.
Drop panel divider into slot and tighten
screw to hold in place.
2-3/8"

PGRP2-23
Metallic Silver

23
Metallic Silver

90
Black

94
Satin Aluminum

95		
White
3/4"

3-3/8"
O.C.
5"

PGRP1
PANEL BRACKET
1-31/32"

Endless solutions to unconventional
design applications. Create a divider or
privacy screen on a desk or showcase
a display panel above the surface. You
can even suspend a modesty panel
below the surface by using upside down
underneath the desktop. Three sizes
available for ¼", 3 ⁄ 8" or ½" thick panels.

9/32"(FOR 1/4"
THICK MATERIAL)
15/16" DIA.

1/2"
2" DIA.

1-1/2" O.C.

PGRP1A-94
Satin Aluminum

CAN ALSO BE USED UPSIDE DOWN FOR MODESTY PANELS

PGRP3
PANEL BRACKET

1-7/8"

This multi-purpose panel bracket is
great for hoisting promotional signage
or for securing privacy screens and
divider panels. Mount base into surface,
insert panel, and tighten screw to hold
in place. Holds up to 3 ⁄ 8" thick material.

3/8" (FOR 3/8"
THICK MATERIAL)
1" DIA.

5/8"
2" DIA.

PGRP3-94
Satin Aluminum

Panel Brackets
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1-1/2"
O.C.

PGRP6
CLAMPING PANEL BRACKET
Adjustable panel brackets can
accommodate not only different panel
thicknesses, but also different table
thicknesses. Hoist up privacy screens
or display panels of any kind. No drilling
required. Edge mount bracket clamps to
the work surface, then the front bracket
is tightened against the panel to secure
it in place. Hardware is concealed for a
clean and stylized look. Also available in
a back-to-back version, PGRP6B.

23
Metallic Silver

PGRP6-23
Metallic Silver

95			
White

5/32" MIN.
23/32" MAX.
TOP THICKNESS
WITHOUT SPACERS

13/16"

15/32" MIN.
1-3/16" MAX.
TABLE THICKNESS

5-25/32"

PGRP4
CLOSED PANEL BRACKET
Elegant arching panel brackets mount
to the surface and hold a panel from
either side, one pair at each end.
Unique stature and sophisticated
display. Slide up against your panel on
either side and secure to the desk top.
Sold in pairs.

3-3/8"

1-3/8"
1-1/8"

PGRP4A/SET-23
Metallic Silver

PGRP9

1-1/8"

PANEL DIVIDER BRACKET
Versatile multi-purpose panel divider
bracket doubles as a wire manager
to channel loose cabling across your
workstation. Sleek aerodynamic body
with rounded edges is small in stature
but can hold vertical privacy panels up
to 18" high. Sold in pairs.

1-3/4"
1-9/16"

17S
Satin Nickel

PGRP9/PR-17S
Satin Nickel

Panel Brackets
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26
Polished Chrome

26D
Satin Chrome

"Monitor Arms help you to find your optimal
comfort settings and have the freedom to
easily move and share your screen."

MONITOR ARMS
Open up valuable real estate on your work surface by elevating your monitor
above the desktop and pivot, tilt, rotate, or adjust laterally to find your perfect
setting. Enjoy the freedom of movement for your optimal comfort.

FSA1

FSA1-90
Black

SINGLE VERTICAL MONITOR ARM
Versatile monitor arm offers vertical
mobility for your optimal height setting,
plus 14" of horizontal adjustment for
lateral movement and a tilt option up to 20
degrees, up or down. A counterbalance
mechanism adjusts for monitors weighing
from 7 lbs up to 22 lbs and holds the
setting. Pivot joint at the axis allows the
screen to rotate a full 360 degrees.
Fully extended, it can project out to a
maximum of 22" from the mounting post.

FSA1/2H

FSA1/2H-23
Metallic Silver
23
Metallic Silver

90			
Black

DUAL HORIZONTAL MONITOR ARMS

This dual monitor beam holds two
monitors side-by-side with total
freedom of movement that is completely
independent from one another. Great
for panoramic views and multi-screen
navigation. Both monitors move
vertically, horizontally, tilt and rotate
360 degrees for your optimal custom
setting.

20-1/2"

FSA1/2V

FSA1/2V-90
Black
23-23/32"
MAX HEIGHT
(TOP PLATE)

DUAL VERTICAL MONITOR ARMS

Offset vertical arms host two monitors
with the freedom to move completely
independent of one another.
Both monitors can move vertically,
horizontally, tilt, and pivot. Plus, both
screens can rotate 360 degrees.

DRILL 15/32" DIA.
HOLE FOR BOLT

Monitor Arms
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"Electric Leg sets create an adjustable height sit/stand
workstation that promotes your wellness and efficiency."

CUSTOMIZE YOUR WORK SPACE!
Electric Legs power your desk to transition from standard seating to
standing height. Mix up your work day and improve circulation,
focus, and productivity.

TLEL3-95
White

TLEL3
Memory Switch

TLEL3
ELECTRIC TABLE LEG SET

27"
TO 45"

9' CORD

Easy height adjustment at your
command with the press of a button.
Turn a traditional work desk into
a standing height workstation or
accommodate multiple user settings for
training desks and shared work spaces.
Motor controls both legs, which move
up and down in tandem. Telescoping
legs adjust from 27" to 45" with the
option to save multiple height settings
on the memory switch. Holds up to
350 lbs.

23
Metallic Silver

Electric Legs
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90
Black

95
White

Drive a podium or lectern with our single electric leg set,
TLEL1, or manually adjust your work height settings with our
universal desk platform, WS1.

8-11/16 X
5-29/32"

TLEL1

9.5 ft. CORD

ELECTRIC TABLE LEG
Single electric leg for a lectern or
standalone table. Retracted height of
22 7⁄ 8" with vertical lift up to
38 5 ⁄ 8" tall. Height adjusts with a handy
rocker switch that attaches to the desk.
Telescoping leg fits precisely into the
base so there is no wobble.
Holds up to 250 lbs.

22-7/8" MIN.
TO
38-5/8" MAX.

8-11/16 X
5-29/32"

TLEL1-94
Electric Leg

WS1
SIT STAND WORKSTATION CADDY
Universal platform fits any desk or
workstation without compromising space
or stability. WS1 includes a monitor
beam for two monitors and has a large
work surface tray with ample room for
work essentials like your keyboard and
mouse, plus it includes a storage tray
for pens, cell phones, and other loose
articles. The entire platform adjusts
smoothly and remains level during height
adjustment to keep your personal items
completely secure while in motion.
Includes built-in wire management clips.

Adjustable Height Desks
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Keep your computer close at hand by suspending it
underneath your desk or put it on casters to move it
around on the floor below the desk.

CPU1A
UNIVERSAL CPU HOLDER
Suspend your CPU under the desk to
keep it close at hand and open up more
floor space below the desk at the same
time. You can also mount to the side
of your desk or suspend it horizontally.
Adjustable from 5 ½" to 9 ½" one way,
14" to 24" the other to fit virtually any
sized computer.

14" MIN.
24" MAX

14-1/2"
5-1/2" MIN.
9-1/2" MAX.

CPU1A-23
Metallic Silver

CPU3A
UNIVERSAL CPU HOLDER W/CASTERS

23
Metallic Silver

90
Matte Black

96		
Greige

CPU3A-96
Greige

CPU3 has casters so you can easily roll
it around on the floor to bring it closer
to you when needed. Easily swing it
around for easy access to install plugs
or simply move out of the way when
rummaging under your desk for lost
items.

CPU9

12"

SMALL CPU HOLDER

10" MIN.
16" MAX.

This adjustable CPU holder is
suspended from underneath the desk
for easy access which also opens up
floor space below.
Designed specifically for smaller CPUs,
this version holds CPUs from 3" to 5"
wide and 10" to 16" high.

CPU9-96
Greige

3" MIN.
5" MAX.

CPU Holders
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KE YBOARD TR AYS
Promote wrist stability and wellness! Keyboard Trays offer flexible
configurations with ergonomic designs that slide under desk
when not in use.

KP7/M2
ADJUSTABLE KEYBOARD TRAY

Adjustable keyboard tray combines
comfort and agility with an ultra-thin
platform and a thick removable gel pad
for wrist support. Also includes a round,
swiveling mouse pad platform that can
be mounted on the left or right side.

KP7/M2-90
Black

90
Black

KP8/M2
ADJUSTABLE KEYBOARD TRAY W/ SWIVEL
MOUSE PAD

Keyboard platform adjusts to your
optimal setting with a wrist guard and
mouse pad platform, but what sets this
version apart is its mouse pad that can
swing from left to right for left or righthanded users. Great for training desks!

KP8/M2-90
Black

90
Black

Keyboard Trays
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STOR AGE DR AWERS
Get Organized with Storage Drawers! The first step in creating a
productive high-efficiency office environment is cleaning up
your work surface.

DWR1/WL

DWR5

DWR6

STORAGE DRAWER W/ LOCKING LID

CIRCULAR DRAWER

SINGLE STORAGE DRAWER

Large capacity storage drawer has
a deep bin in the back that locks for
hanging file folders or personal items
and several pencil trays up front for
additional miscellaneous storage.
Also includes front lock for pull out tray.

Push to open. Swiveling drawer pivots
around a central post and swings
outwards for access, then all the
way around to close. Ample storage
compartments for loose articles, plus
a clever notepad slot. All the basic
components of a traditional office
drawer with a new spin on the design!
Available in two sizes.

90 Black

Slim low profile drawer maximizes
leg room and under-desk space.
Separate tray compartments keep desk
accessories handy while a deep rear
pocket is ideal for light storage.
Ultra sleek construction. Includes slides
and mounting hardware.

90 Black

DWR1/WL-90
Black

DWR5A-90
Black

90 Black

DWR6-90
Black

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE © 2016 Stephan Pastis. Reprinted by permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.

Storage Drawers
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OUR PULLS UPGRADE
YOUR FURNITURE
Spruce up your office with stylish drawer pulls and cabinet handles. All the finest finishes
and materials to complement your furniture. We are proud to offer hundreds of knobs,
pulls, and door handles. See what a difference top quality decorative hardware accents
make. Enjoy the artistry! See all 500–plus at mockett.com

DP128
Round Top Pull

DP55
Rod Pull

DP148
Elegant Bar Pull

DP3 Series
Tab Drawer Pulls
DP196
Mushroom Pull

DH401
Slim Barrel
Door Handle

Fine Architectural Hardware
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GREAT LOOKIN’ LEGS! ®
Leave a lasting impression with a beautiful statement piece in your reception area, board
room, or executive desk with our signature table legs. From classic to contemporary to
wildly imaginative designs, we have exactly what you are looking for.
See all 200–plus at mockett.com

TL63
Cascade Table Leg

TL37B
Dual Rectangular
Leg w/Screw Mount

Fine Architectural Hardware
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TL28P
Table Leg with
Plate Leveler

TL55
Wishbone Leg

FL3
Small
Furniture Leg

FL5
Small
Furniture Leg

www.mockett.com

DISPLAY WITH CONFIDENCE
Give your signage a luxurious accent to make your message stand out. Or create
bold displays for artwork and give your storage shelves the attention they deserve to
complement your display pieces. Put your best foot forward with our beautiful collection
of shelf brackets, standoffs and sign holders.

MPB1A
Display Panel Support

MPB3A
Straight Shelf Support

MPB9/APG-94
Adjustable Depth Panel Bracket

SH49A
Small Wedge Shelf Support

SIGN3/B
Satin Aluminum Sign Bracket

SH15
Shelf Track System

MPB12-94
Low Profile Multi-Purpose
Standoffs

SH48B
Large Elegant Shelf Support

Fine Architectural Hardware
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SWS2
Inter-Arc Work Support

LOUNGE AND BREAK AREAS
Create more accommodating leisure spaces in your office with elegant coat hooks, purse
hooks for dining areas and work desks, trash grommet liners for restrooms and food
prep areas, and sliding door hardware for meeting spaces and common areas that
need privacy.

HK2A
Post Hook Pair

CH23
Button Coat Hook

HK1
Single Hook

HK20
Purse Hook
TM10B
Deep Stainless Steel
Trash Grommet

SDH2
Sliding Door Hardware

Fine Architectural Hardware
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COMING SOON
Our best design tool? YOU! You want it, we make it. Simple as that.
Our popular Tab Pull Series,
DP3, is expanding! We
currently offer 10 sizes up
to 12" lengths, but we’re
learning that’s not enough for
your custom furniture needs.
We heard you loud and clear
and will be expanding our
line to include additional
sizes from 14" up to 24"
long in all finishes and 8",
10" and 12" versions of the
door pull version, DP3/DR.

More Sizes!

New Coat Hooks, New Table Legs, New Furniture Feet, New Purse Hooks, and
more! Our Design Lab is constantly in motion with the latest in innovative
architectural hardware. Follow us on social media for updates.

Have a design idea of your own? Submit it to our Annual Design Competition for your chance to win a
cash prize and royalties based on sales! More details available at mockett.com.

Welcome
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®

Follow Us

Doug Mockett & Company, Inc.
PO Box 3333 • Manhattan Beach • CA 90266
310.318.2491 • info@mockett.com • www.mockett.com

